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RONALD REAGAN
WOUNDED IN D.C~
BOISE COUPLE
ENJOYS EQUALITY
MARK WARBIS his family with a "comfortable living"
since 1970. He said he finds the prospects
This story probably wouldn't bewritten for their mutual growth exciting.
if we jived in an ideal world. But we don't, "I support her 100 percent," he said.
and today's realities don't often include the '.'And I'm not trying to be magnanimous or
unselfishness demonstrated recently by a anything. I've really benefitted from her
Boise couple. going back to school."
Robert and Sheri Stevenson of 7007 The .re-exposure his wife gave him to an
Brentwood Drive, have an all too-unique academic environment reawakened his
relationship. After more than 20 years of interest in things besides business, he
married life, all in Boise, they are preparing explained. "My brain was turning to mush.
to pull up roots and head east. Horace Business is so impersonal. I'd like to try
Greeley might not have understood, but the something that has to do with people."
Stevensons say the decision was easy when He said the job prospects in Illinois are
they learned that Sheri had been accepted good but the question of whose career goals
as a graduate student at SouthernIlllnois ' would take priority never really-came up;
University in Carbondale, Ill. "I'm glad I've been able to provide for
Presently a student and teacher's aid at my family well enough to allow Sheri to do
BSU, Sheri will not only be studying for a what she wants to do," he explained. "The
masters degree in interpersonal comrnun- only problem has been when some friends
ications; SIU also has granted her an and acquaintances, after hearing what
Il-month graduate fellowship with benefits we're doing, tell mil 'You're crazy' and
totaling nearly $6,500. things like that. That has made it difficult
The couple met in the late 50s at what to continue to communicate with those
was then Boise Junior College. She quit people," he said.
school to marry him after having completed ' Sheri, 40, looks at the move east as a
one year of college. 'He went on to "new beginning" as well as 'a change of
graduate, with her help, in 1965. After ten location. "I've been here (in Boise) since
years of raising a family and helping her 1957," she said. "It really wouldn't have
husband forge a career, Sheri decided to go mattered where we went. It's just time to
back to school part time in 1975. Her make a change."
original goal had been to earna B.A., but As for the women's movement, Sheri and
having achieved that in 1978, she set her Robert agree that they're more for people
sites on a masters. in general than for liberation per se.
.When the opportunity presented itself to - "I wouldn't limit it to one sex or
study at SIU, the couple soon agreed they another. Everyone should be able to fulfill
would make the move to Carbondale their own potential, I guess in' that w.ay I've
together if she were accepted into the always been liberated, " 'she said. _
school's graduate student program. She The Stevensons have three children. The
applied for the fellowship late last Fall. It youngest, Jeff, 16, will move to
came as a welcome bonusto heradmitance Carbondale with his parents. Denise, 20,
intotheprogram,buitheyinsisttheyw(lUld will stay in Boise, .and 'Kyle, 18, said he
have gone even without it. .' wasn't yet sure whathisplanswere.
Stevenson said she expects to put in three They plan to begin their move,
years of work at Southern Illinois before appr~prjatel~ enough, on July 1: their 21st
receiving her M.A. She may also try for wedding anmversary.
another masters in guidance or industrial Stevenson half-joked that after his wife
counselling, she added. , ' gets her M.A., "She can get a job and
.:. Her husband Robert, 4S,a comptroller support me while I get mine.' But for a
with Boise Kenworth Sales Inc., intends to •. couple with their. kind relationship, the
quit his job there, a job. that hasorovided . possibility can't be. laughed off.
MARIANNE FLAGG
Two and a half months into his term as
40th President of the United States, Ronald
Reagan was wounded in the chest Monday
by an assailant with a ..22 handgun minutes
after he completed a speech in Washington.
Also injured in the attack were Press
Secretary James Brady, Secret Service
agent 'Timothy McCarthy, and Washirig-
ton D.C. police officer Thomas Delahanty.
Brady" who was shot through the head was
the most critically injured of the four men,
sustaining an undetermined amount of
brain damage, according to a spokesman at
the George Washington University Hospi-
tal.
Dr. Dennis O'Leary said Reagan's life
was never in serious danger at any point
throughout the ordeal: He said a .22 slug
entered Reagan's body just under the left
armpit, traveling downward until it was
stopped :by, the upper portion of Reagan's
seventh rib. The. bullet's velocity slowed
and the bulletIodged.in the soft tissue of
the president's left lung: ' ,
The' alleged assailant arrested in the
attempted assassination Was 25-year-old
.John W. Hinckley, Evergreen, Colo.
Hinckleywas arrested once before, Oct. 9,
1980, at a Nashville airport, for possession
of several weapons. President Jimmy
" Carter was in Nashville at the time on a
campaign stop. Nashville officials said they
did not inform the Secret Service or the FBI
of the incident.
The shootings occurred at 2:25 p.m.,
EST (12:25 p.rn., MST) after Reagan left a
building one mile away from the White
House after delivering a budget speech to
members of the AFL-CIO. Hinckley had
reportedly breached the security line
between the press corps and the general
public, moved amongst the press people to'
a distance of about 15 feet from the
president, and unloaded six rounds from
the gun.
Members of the press began scrambling
and falling to the ground as Reagan, Brady,
McCarthy, and Delahanty were shot,
Several network cameramen kept their
camer-a running., recording the sudden
assassination attempt.
All four men are expected to recover
from their injuries, although it is not
known to what degree Brady has suffered
irreparable brain damage. Several times
throughout the day Monday, Brady was
reported to be in critical condition, and all
three television networks at one point
reported Brady's death.
With the attempt OIl his life, Reagan
survives the ninth attempt made on
presidents' lives throughout the country's
history. Four presidents-: Lincoln. Cleve-
land, McKinley, and Kennedy--have been
assassinated. J
Former President Gerald Ford survived
two attempts on his life during his brief
administration.
... ---("T
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Reagan becomes only the second
president in history to have been shot and
lived. The other was Teddy Roosevelt.
The assassination attempt conjured up
many unpleasant memories for' many
Americans who recall the killing 17 years
ago ofJohn Kennedy. His death, combined
with those of his brother Robert
Kennedy and civil rights activist Martin
Luther King, the recent murder of ex-Beatle
John Lennon and now' the attempt on
Reagan's life, kicked up the controversy
·surrounding proposed handgun legislation.
Reagan has been in staunch opposition to
gun control, but members of the House and
Senate said Monday they were uncertain
how the president's close call with death
would affect his opinions about any future
gun legislation.
The incident also brought' to light
questions about how the line of command
would continue in the U.S. government in
the event of an incapacitated president.
Under the 25th amendment, when a
president considers himself incapable of
assuming the duties of the presidency, or
when the vice-president and the cabinet
decide jointly that the president is unfit to
preside over the affairs of government, the
vice-president assumes control of the White
House.
Aides close to Reagan, as well as the
vice-president himself, said that at no time
during the episode-- including his two-hour
operation under general anesthesia -- was
Reagan without his presidential authority.
"He was, and still is, the president,"
Bush said.
LEGISLATURE
WRAPS UP SESSION
spots around the capitol, the number of
filled parking spots, and the number of
meter maids having a field day with the
frustrated parkees.
Since the lawmakers were not able to find
a satisfactory solution to this problem
(among those suggested were: park in a free
space and walk several blocks to the
capitol, park in a metered space and put
money in, park in a metered space and pay
the fine possibly resultant, pay for a space
in the state parking garage), it would be
reasonable to expect that the issue will once
again be of great concern in next year's
session, unless perhaps, a commitment is
made to devote the special legislative
session to the issues: '
LAURIE JOHNSTON
Though the 1981 Idaho State Legislature
closed up shop last Friday, it may not be
long before the members of the House and
Senate are once again fighting for parking
spaces around the state capitol.
Because the 1980 census has turned up
population shifts, reapportionment is on
the agenda. This must be completed before
May to ensure that residents will be in their
new districts for the required year before
· they attain voting eligibility for the May '82
primaries. The census shows that District
One now has over 40,000 more residents
than District Two, a number sufficient to
result in inequality of the two districts,
which must be roughly equal in population. r------------,-------
Though one would have been hard- 1981 ST A 'TE
pressed to find a Senator or Representative . .l"1.'
who didn't swear devotion to higher
education, that faction of the public school BOARD OF E.'D
system did get the short end of the budget
stick, coming up with a.figure $11.7 million
shy of the State Board of Education's
request.for higher education funding.
This shortfall adds up to a fee increase
for the students. of Boise State University
and likely, a declaration of a state of
financial exigency, which would require
staff, programs, and enrollment to be cut.
Other controversial cuts (though inevit-
able due to the low budget figures) came in
the welfare programs, most notable in the
Aid to Dependent Children program:,
despite heavy lobbying efforts against those
cuts. The 'Office of Consumer Affairs and E R
the Clean Air. Commission were among LECTION ESOLTS
programs entirely axed. Here are the tallies for the ASBSU
Some notable legislation of Idaho's'81 election held on March 18-19: •
session were the banning of topless dancing President: Tony Lund 451, Mike Mead 302, '
in Garden City bars, the requirement of Darrell Hammon 66
toilets within a reasonable distance from Vice-President: Kay Kemp 542, John
field workers and the avoidance ot: any Lincoln 219
consideration of Sagebrush Rebellion Senators Business: Tracy Lefteroff 187,
legislation. . Dave DeHaas 166
Perhaps t~e most timeconsumingprob-, Arts and Sciences: Deanna Gibler 134 .
lem: that this year's Legislature chose. to Health Sciences: Lisa Bivens 41, .
· dwellonwas the weighty paikingsituation., Vo Tech: Robert BamhiH49, Ted Ecker 34
Day after day,higislators' pres~nie(f Education: Don.Baldwin 22; Cindy. Brown
evidenceD! the number of vacant parkirig . 18, Kent Dunn 8. Q ..
The State Board of Education is meeting
in Moscow, April 8-10. They will decide
upon a fee increase proposal for higher
education inldaho. Fees could be increased
by $50, $100,$150, or $200.
Anyone wishing. to submit tesijrnony at
the hearing must first submit a letter of
intent to the board. The address for the
State Board of Education is l.en B. Jordon
Building 650 West State St., Boise Idaho
83720. The deadline for the letters is April
3. .
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REAGAN ATTEMPT
I would like to express my shock and
disgust at the attempt on the life of
President Reagan. Whether. one agrees
with his politics or not, this man has the
same right to life and liberty as you or I.
Now an even larger rift between the
voting populous and their elected officials
has been created. The rift was too large
before! . . ."
It is a sad statement in America not that
the gun was available for the attempt, a
weapon (bomb or otherwise) will be found
by an individual who wants to use one, but
rather that the idea has come into being
that murder or violence is an acceptable.":================;,,11 answer to an ideological difference.
..The only gnu that's fit to print. "
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BSU GLADIATORS
Lions 7 - Christians 0
It's just another Saturday afternoon in
modern Rome. Thousands have flocked to
the colliseum. They were promised an
afternoon filled with violence, bloodshed,
broken bones and possibly even death. The
crowd stands and cheers as the gladiators
enter' the colliseum. Loudspeakers
announce today's contestants: Boise State
versus the University ofIdaho in the violent
game of football! It seems incredible that
civilized man had kept the barbaric Roman
games alive for so long, by merely changing
the names and a few of the rules. Not only
is violence condoned in these "games," it is
rewarded! Such rewards are in the form of
athletic scholarships and other monetary
rewards, which are given to the most
successful contestants. When the State
Legislature starts demanding cutbacks and
increasing student fees, I feel it's time we,
as civilized human beings, take a good look
at our values. The cutbacks should go to
these unnecessary activities. When
compared to education and the attainment
of knowledge, football and other violent
spot ts have absolutely no socially re-
deeming values and serve only as violent
entertainment for the masses. Not too
unlike Roman games,
Sports are an enormous expense to a
University. Universities are funded by
taxpayer's hard-earned dollars and through
the collection of student tees. 'We, as
taxpayers and students should have a voice
in how our money is spent. Financing
sports includes such expenses as:
transportation of the athletes to other
universities around the nation. the cost of
recruiting athletes from' all parts of the
I
cou.ntrv, paYing.,a.ss.orte.d coaches salaries.
the expense 01 building stadiums. their
upkeep. buying atnleuc equipment (hel-
I mers, pads, uniiorms sweat gear. even':hoes). the list l!oes on 'and on. Aecordine
,L . . •
to my sources, sixty-five football
scholarships were given out last season. In
many cases, the athlete's room and board is
paid for as-well as his tuition and fees. One
half of Boise State's football team were
athletes recruited from California, which
means that we; as Idaho . taxpayers are
footing the bill for these. athlete's
education. I believe an increase in student
fees is totally unreasonable as long as these
wasteful and expensive activities exist. .I
believe that every Idaho taxpayer and
student is entitled to a reasonably priced
education. If student fees continue to
increase at the present rate, only the
wealthy will be able to afford the luxury of
an education. This proposed fee increase
will deny many people a deserved
education, all the while they will continue
supporting these wasteful activities with
their dollars. If the present proposal of a
$200 increase in student fees goes into
effect, this will put resident fees for next
year at nearly one thousand dollars!
Multiply the $200 per semester increase by
the approximately 10,000 students at BSU,
and you have Two Million Dollars per
semester. That's four million dollars per
year! That is, in my opinion, far more
money than sports and other wasteful
programs. are actually worth. Isubmit that
we '.cut unnecessary programs and stop
wasting our money, instead of raising
student fees .:
College should be an institution of higher
learning, not a training camp for future
professional gladiators.
Dean Pewitt
PARKINGATE
The Parking Control Tapes
[a page from the transcripts of a secret
recording: the meeting of the B.S.U.
Parking Control Officials, February 3D,
1980]
J.E,: "But, sir! We have limited poten-
tial. Aparking lot can only hold so
many cars! Our income is
limited."
B.S.: "Don't give me that crap, J .E. what
we need around here is a little less
complaining and a little more
creative marketing."
L.S.: "Creative marketing? In parking?
What are you driving at, B.S.'? ':
B.S.: "Well, consider the facts ... we have
more demand than supply, right?
And the demand keeps growing,
right? Well, one obvious answ er is
to sell more 'parking stickers than
we have spacesavailable ..;"
J.E.: "Sure, we're already doing that,
but. ....
B.S.: "And then we can dean lin in en-
iorcemem . if we handle it ~igll!... '·
L.S.: "j see. If we sell cnough.stickcr.,
we uuarantee ourselves a bunco 0:
sludcnt.\ al pcak times who can"
jind a legal space--thcrc \\,on'l be
any! Rather than park a mile away
.and be late .for class, they park
illegally-and we ticket 'em ... wow
... think of the bucks ... "
J.E.: "Hey! I've got one! We'll let 'em
spill over into areas like the Visitor
Center. Let 'em park there for
about six weeks ... so we get a whole
lot-full ... and .then we'll nail 'em
all! ... heh, heh.i."
L.S.: "And howaboutthis'l. ..we can get
new people by painting some
visitor parking spaces in the lot...
and then zip 'em if they don't have
a visitor permit! How would a
visitor coming to the school for
information know he needed a
permit? ... ha ... ha .....
B.S.: "Now you boys are talkin', Limited
income-hal You keep thinkin' ...
stay creative ... and we can .have a
fabulous year! Milk 'em, boys,
milk 'em ... "
ALL: "Ho! Ho!. .. ha ... ha ... "
WORTHLESS BREED
Next Week: THE BOOKSTORE TAPES
Steve Hall
Business School
An open letter to The Energy Resource
Policy Board:
I feelthat giving serious consideration to
building. a breeder reactor is a waste of
time.
Even if the breeder were economical--
even if it did not require a police-state to
guard ito-even if the technology existed to
protect against sodium fires or volcanic
eruptions-even if it could be safely
contained to prevent damage to our
personal and environmental health-vl
would still oppose it.
The justification given for building the
breeder reactor is to augment nuclear fuel
supplies. Since the price for uranium has
dropped from a high near $45 a few years
ago to about $25 per pound now, Iquestion
whether we' need to produce more
fissioable material. The true intended use
for the plutonium that a breeder produces
is to build atomic bombs.
The U.S. already has 30,000 nuclear
warheads, produces three more each day,
and hopes to build an additional 20,000 in
the next decade. But only a few hundred
such bombs are needed to destroy human I
CiVilisation. [sic]. To produce "" is I'
criminal, irresponsible and insane.
To spend endless hours in endics-
meetings deciding how to promote :,
breeder for Idaho is a waste of time. Our!
time and energy would be better spent i
digging a garden and planting a row Of I
beans. developing something truly pro.lu.. '
rive instead of destructive.
The breeder isn't worm a hill of hear
Smccr c!'
Tim "k"":
.. ." '" .' N £ W $.. ',',' .
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LEGISLATURE: LAWS AND LAUGHS
Malone reported on the Idaho legislature
jor 3 months and lived to tell the tale.
The 1981 legislature has adjourned, the
politicians have returned to, the relative
obscurity of their farms and pharmacies,
and the law-abiding citizens of Idaho can
rest secure in front oftheir TV sets. Or can
they? The Republicans are saying they
balanced, the budget, while the Democrats
say they are trying to pick up the pieces left
in the wakeof legislation.·
The media has given adequate coverage
of the major issues; such as air quality,
water resources, and education (which were
all cut). They even reported on the 5 bills
concerning parking (I passed) and 2 bills to
raise the speed limit to 65 (both failed). But
. it seems that .there is an unspoken
conspiracy among Idaho's press and
broadcast news service to ignore the
plethora of would-be-laws which, though
introduced in earnest, are either mildly
amusing or totally ludicrous.
Take the bill to abolish the organiza-
tional session of the legislature. Please. It
was held in committee, perhaps because
someone thought it was unnecessary.
Organize the legislature? Where's the fun
in that?
" ... sex, drugs and
religion--the legisla-
ture was abnormally
'fascinated by .all
three.'
Then' we come to sex, drugs, and
religion--the legislature was abnormally
fascinated by all three. One of the most
interesting bills was one purporting to
ERIC MALONE outlaw sexual battery. (Someone asked if
that's what powers a vibrator.) The bill
was well-intentioned,but inadvertently (?)
outlaws "sexual contact" before marriage--
any touching of intimate parts. Does this
include kissing? No matter-Mit was killed in
the House before it got to your-home.
A bill aimed at doing away with topless
bars is now law-some call it the "no sex
with drugs" law. One 'legislator voted
against it by accident, and tried to change
his vote on the last day of the session. It is
now illegal in Idaho bars to perform
"intercourse, masturbation, sodomy, bes-
tiality, or flagellation"; and while not
doing those, you can't expose the "breast,
areola, pubic hair, vulva, or genitals."
What kind of bars do legislators hang out
, ?In, anyway ..
Youcan't get married under 18 without
your parents' permission--but the law says
you must be capable of consummating
marriage. Must be fun trying to prove that
one. A new law on prostitutes eliminates
sexist reference only to women, including
male hookers, and strikes the archaic
"woman of bad repute." Another new law
repeals old laws saying you can't kidnap
someone for marriage, sell military supplies
of the state, or cut flowers on the highway.
Makes you feel a little more liberated, no?
And a bill to determine paternity said that
anyone who testifies they had sex with an
unwed mother can have blood tests to see if
the kid is really theirs. I'm sure the courts
are overflowing with repentant fathers just
waiting to' 'fess up.
They take drugs pretty seriously at the
legislature, and the resultant legislation
bears this out. A new law makes it clear
that gasohol is not liquor, and farmers
aren't bootleggers. 'Someone tried to get
Congress to study why residents of
Northern Idaho are opposed to the use of
Agent Orange herbicides--the rumor is that
they're growing marijuana up there. If you
get caught selling dnigs twice, it's now a
felony. One bill would have made it a,
felony to sell drugs to a minor twice if
you're Over 18--presumably 17-year-old
dealers would have been safe.
And finally, a new law to define drugs
has some interesting language--did you
know that cocaine is legally pronounced
Methylbenzoylecgonine? Bufotenine,
found in bananas and green peppers, is
illegal, and under Idaho law you could be
arrested for having morning glories and
coleus plants-both known psychedelics.
. The religious bills are evidence that even
God has a sense of humor. The "prayer in
schools" bill failed despite the word change
to meditation. If you' allow meditation,
next you'll have to allow mantras and
vegetarians, and if the student body
transcends the material plane all the way to
true enlightenment, they might begin to
question' authority. No wonder it 'failed.
Idaho voters will be able to decide in '82
whether to make Mormons legal-the state
constitution prohibits those who believe in
polygamy or celestial marriage from
voting, so presumably, the LOS church is
counting on a large turnout from the
sympathetic non-Mormon voting bloc.
Good luck, y'a11! It worked for the Chinese
here back in 1961.. ...
A couple of interesting definitions--One
law defines death (when your heart, lungs,
or brain stop working). One representative
argued that this one would apply to half the
Senate. Another bill which withered on the
vine was one to define daytime (from
sunrise to sunset). Since daytime wasn't
defined by the legislature, where does that
leave us?
You heard about the law to, put
porta-potties, in the field for farm
workers--well, those friendly folks in the
Statehouse killed a bill to require restrooms
in malls, shopping centers, and super-
markets. Is there no justice?
Also killed were a bill to make the
Rainbow trout the state fish, and another
which' 'outlawed cattle-rustling. It, is,
however, illegal to sell skunks after July L
Some of the best (i.e., most humorous)
bills were pigeonholed; neglected to death.
, The proposed bicycle laws were extended to
include "all human-powered vehicles". So
could you ticket a kid on a tricycle? And
did you hear the one about requiring
motorcycle helmets for bikers under 18?
Evidently the heads 'of minors are reputed
to be more prone to concussion than the
rest of the cycle community.
It is now a crime to mutilate the flag of
Idaho-Abbie Hoffman, beware! Also,
organized crime is prohibited from owning
businesses in the state. So all you gangsters,
cough up your licenses, quick! One bill
would have changed the law on disturbing
the peace, striking the wording making it
illegal to use "vulgar, -profane, or indecent
language near women or children." But it
failed, so watch what you say to your
girlfriend or little brother!
Two more miscellaneous oddities--one
bill would have allowed universities to
refuse admission to students from countries
with whom we don't have diplomatic
relations. That's in case some third-world
upstart takes over an embassy, but
third-world upstarts can rest easy-Mit was
declared unconstitutional and failed. And
finally, another dead bill would have
changed Washington's Birthday, Colum-
bus Day, and Decoration Day back to their
original dates. Can. you remember what
they were? Good. Then the legislation was
effective, after all.
This list is by no means complete-many
laws, far more hilarious, have seeped into
the lawbooks, escaping watchful eyes. But
if you get arrested for kissing, meditating in
school, or smoking bananas--don't say
you weren't forewarned! Ignorance in the
law is no excuse!
sc-QTAKEABREAKI lAST WEEK TO REGISTER"!!!!!
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE ANNOUNCES UNION SHORT COURSE SPRING SESSION 1981
Register At Information Center at the SUB '.
UDEm UIlIOO OOllDlfl<i
6[3
BOISE STATE UniVERSITY
CLASS TITLE
Basic Emergency
: Bicycle Repair
BoWling-Ali Levels
Camera Operation
Chess· -All Levels
'Introductlon to Full contact
Karate
Introduction to Geothermal
Energy
Hair Care for Men & Wom&n
Jitterbug and Western SWing
Dance
Introduction to Karate
Beginning Macrame
Marriage: Serenity or 'survlval
Basic Meditatlcn
Paper Mache' Puppets
Personal Money Management
Practical Law for Practical
People
Resistance Exercises for
Women
Self·Defense Awareness for
Women
Running for the Health of It
Basic SaIling
Seiling seminar
"SCaredy eat" Swim
Introduction to WIndsurfing
DAY&T1ME
Th 3:00-6:30pm
W 6:3O-a:3O PM
T 6:00-8:00pm
W 7:00-8:00pm
W 5:30-7:00pm
T 6:00-7 :OOpm
T & 7:00-9:00pm
TI-l
M 5:00-6:00pm
M 5:00-6:00pm
M 6:00·7:00pm
M 5:15-6:30pm
TH 7:00-9:00pm
W 7:00-9:00pm
T 7:30-10:00pm
T h 3:00-5:00pm or
7:00·9:00pm
M 7:00-9:00pm
1M 7:00-8:30pm
M 7:00·9:00pm
TH 5:30-6:30pm
T 7:00-9:00pm
S & Sun 12;00c4'~U
T 7:30,9:30pm
S & Sun all day
T 7:00-8:00pm
W 7;OO-9:00Plll
SleVa Atterldga
Barbara Beatty
MATERIALS FEE
$8.00 (text) +
$3.00 (materials)
$1.50
(materials)
No grades, no tests, no homework, no Instructional fees!
All members of the University Qlmmunity are Invited to enroll In as many
programs desired for an Initial $2.00 registration fee plus an additional $1.00 fee for
each class, you wish to take,
All members of the' Qlmmunlty ¥j! Invited to enroll In as many programs'deslred
. for an Initial $2.00 registration fee plus an additional $2.00 for each class you wish
to take.$5.00
(lane use)
None
:'
ARE YOU AN EXPERT in a non-academic field?
Share your skills. Become an instructor. Call
with your proposal today!
None (should have
running shoes
"
STU'DENTACTIVITIES
OFFICE 385-1242.r---~-------------------~~I I
IName Phone I
I I
IAddress.' I
I I
1_' -- / am interested in teaching a Union Short Course. I f
1__ /am interested in receiving a Union Short Course bulletin, I'
I I
I - I
1/ would like to teach a course in: I
I I
I", Il_~ ~ ~
. Send to: Student Activit/ell Office
s.U.a.-Bolse State University
1910 University Drive
Boille, Idaho 83725
Regl!llratlon for the Union ShonQlurse will bol March 16-AprJl 3, 1981. Members
of the general community may register starting the week of March 2". STUDENTS
MUST REGISTER TO ATTEND A CLASS,' IDENTIFICATION OF AFFILIATION
WITH UNIVERSITY REQUIRED THE: FIRST WEEK.
REGISTER AT THE INFORMATION CENTER IN THE STUDENT UNION
BUILDING.
If you have,8rIy queetlOnl concerning the Union Shan Course or 81'8 lnterllllted In
t8achlng a c1_ next Fall,caIl the Student ~lvlUllO Office: 385-1223. . 4_
'." .
None
None
.$15.00 (te)(\1 '
boat rental)
$20.00 (Ie)(\/
boat rental)
None
None $8.95
~ptlonal text
DATES INSTRUCTOR
None
None
None
None
None
None'
depends on
project
None
None
$3.00 .
(materials)
$8.50 for
optional text fees
None
4/9-5/7 Ron Godfrey
418-4/29 Larry Reynolds
4/7-4128 . Greg Hampton
418-4/22 Greg John
Rich Burchett416-516
4/7-515 Youlchlro Kawai
4114-4116 Bill Eastlake
4/13-4/27
416-4/20
Russell Myers
Phyllis Bowman
4/13-5/4
4/6-4/20
Phil Welker
Peggy O'Brien
4/9-4130
4/6-5/6
4/7-4/14
Dan Brown
George Gledhill
Sonia B, deHunt
4/23-517 Frank Youngstrom
4/13-5/4 Thorn as Borreson
4/6-4/27 Cindy Brown
4/3-5/4 Jill Collins
4/9-5/7 Denny, Fr~burn
4/7-4/21 Jim Van Dlnter
Tim Schaaf '
Terrie Rowley5/12-5/17
5/16-5/17
4/7-5/5
4/22 or 4/ZJ
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ASSASSINATION
DON BARCLAY
If you are a very few years older than twenty.jheshootlngs of John Kennedy, Malcolm
X; Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King, George Wallace, John Lennon, and now
President Reagan all stand in your memory. You probably also remember the two .attempts
to shoot Gerald Ford, one of which failed due to bad aim and one of which failed due to a
malfunctioning gun. Lucky Jerry.
This legacy of so much violence against political figures in such a short period of time is
difficult for most Americans to swallow. Some Americans blame the violence on weak laws
against criminals, other Americans point the finger at the sometimes incredible ease with-
which guns can be obtained in this country. 'Those are the two most popular explanations
for the violence, there are thousands more-not excluding a media that makes a household
word out of any nobody who, points a gun at someone famous and pulls the trigger.
Whatever the cause of assassinations, the results are universally saddening and sickening.
Assassinations probably used to be shocking too, but in the last twenty years they have
become so routine as to no longer merit that adjective.
P .S. Ronald Reagan has never been at the top of my list of favorite politicians; but even so,
his shooting !eft me deeply saddened. Here's to a speedy recovery for our president and the
hope that this may be the lastsuch attempt on the life of any president.
OFCOUR~E. IT KE'EPS cOMrNG BACK
WITHP0E>TAGE DUE. ThE. RATE§60
VP FA'hTER THAN wE DELIVER.
A BAREBACKED NATION
Introductions Are My Pleasure!
Gem State Singles '
LegiJimate Referral Service, '.!i!!!..
E8t1ier I. Smith P.O. Box 6944 Boise. Iduho 83707
Just a ,,/101/(' call (11m," -;17.'j·7432 - ;17.S·.S;W6
WILLIAM BELK
"From the beginning he was a symbol of the crisis
an anQnyrnou~, blindfolded victim bt;i~g taunted by a~
enraged lnanian mob soon after militants seized the
U.S. Embassy. During the next14lh months his
picture was published again and again as emblema'tic of
the or,.dealo! all the American hostages. The blindfold
was fmally lifted, and he was identified by friends and
relatives as William Earl Belk." (Newsweek, )an. 81)
Belk will share his experience with the citizens of the
State of I~aho in an exclusive lecture May 1, 1981, at
8:00 PM m the Student Union Ballroom at Boise State
Un.iversity. , Tickets go on sale April 13. Prices are
$5.00 for general admission and $2.00 for Boise State
full-time students. For further information of tickets or
additional appearances, contact Student Progr~ms
Board at BSU, 385-3654.
ARTHUR HOPPE
Scene: The Oval Office of the White House. Time: A spring afternoon in 1984. Mr.
Reagan is putting the finishing touches on a model of the Alamo he is constructing out of
toothpicks in a bottle when his young budget slasher, David Stockman, strides in.
• • •
Mr. Reagan: David! It's good to see you. In fact, it's good to see anyone lately. I seem
to have a lot of time on my hands now that I don't have to attend those Cabinet meetings
any more. Darned if I don't miss them sometimes.
Stockman: Yes, sir. But there's no point having Cabinet meetings when you don't have a
Cabinet. '
Mr. Reagan: Right,' David. And as you noted at the time, there was no reason, to have a
Cabinet after we'd abolished all the executive departments. You've really done a great job
getting government off the backs of the people. .
1 Stockman: Thank you, sir. It goes back to what I told the press in March of 1981: "I
don't think people are entitled to any services," I said. Andonce we put that theory of
government across, one thing just naturally followed another. '
Mr. Reagan: That reminds me. Has anyone missed Congress yet?
Stockman: Not yet, sir. After all, the only function of Congress was to squabble over the
budgets of the executive departments and with those abolished ...
Mr. Reagan: Perfectly logical. But what about Tip O'Neill?
Stockman: He finally went home, sir. He held out in his office 43 days without heat or
electricity so I had to take draconian measures: I pulled out his telephone.
Mr. Reagan: Good thinking, David. No one in Washington can exist without a ...What's'
that strange ringing noise?
Stockman: Sounds like your telephone, sir.
Mr. Reaganr- Telephone? Oh, of course. Now where did I put ... Here it is. (into the
receiver) Hello? A new Tico-Tico Taco Parlor, eh? Yes, I'm quite good at cutting ribbons.
Let me look at my calendar. Well, I have the Easter Seal Child in April, but I'm free in
May. Good. (hanging up) Busy, busy, busy. -
Stockman: I guess you miss your White House staff, sir. ,
Mr. Reagan: Mainly the cook. I'm getting sick' and tired of cold' franks and beans three
times a day. '
Stockman: Well, as Mrs. Reagan said, "We must all tighten our belts."
Mr. Reagan: Yes; and I'm sorry I had to let her go, too. But I do wish you'd send
someone around to turn up the heat and fix the tee-vee. And I think the lights are out, too.
Stockman: Are you forgetting, sir? No one's entitled to any services.
Mr. Reagan (contritely): I forgot. Gosh, David, you've done such a good job getting
government off the people's backs that there's only you and I left. In fact, you've done such
a good job, you're fired,
Stockman: And rightly, sir. For my work is done but for one final task.
.Mr. Reagan: What's that, David?
Stockman: Sorry, sir. I'm pulling out your telephone.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981)
Broadway Ave. Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
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ENTERTA'NME~T . ,"
Calypso's Search for Atlantis
willbe shown onKAID channel 4
at 8p.m. on Sunday. Possible sites
of the lost continent of Atlantis
will be explored.I '
Masada, an eight-hour mini- The Private History of a
series, onABC, will be broadcast Campaign that Failed, on KAID,'
beginning Sunday at 8 p.m. in two channel 4, at 8 p.rn. Monday, is
hour segments. Masada, starring about Mark Twain's experiences
Peter O'Toole and Peter Strauss. as a member of "THe Marion
was filmed on location in Israel County Rangers," a gang of
and recounts the tragic Jewish young boys that attempt to defeat
. revolt against Roman occupation. the Yankees.-------------:; ----'------------lecture at BSU April 2 on
earthquake hazards and risks.
The public is invited to attend the
free lecture at 7 p.m, in room 100
of the BSU Education Building.
The second annual Hammond
Music-Boise State University
Keyboard scholarshipcompeti-
tion will be Thursday, April 2, at
4 p.m. at Hammond Music on the
comer of Fairview Ave. and
Curtis Road.. Boise. Info:
385-1771.
The Boise State University
guitar society will present a
concert April 5 at 8:15 p.m. in the
BSU Special Events Center.
Tickets for $2.50 general admis-
sion and $1.50 to students will be
. on sale at the Musician's Pro
Shop and The Guitar's Friend in
Boise and the BSU SUB Info
Booth and Music Department.
Dr. George Andrews, professor
of mathematics at Pennsylvania
State University will .lecture at
Boise State University April 6.
Andrews will speak on
"Partitions" at 10:40 a.m. in
room 109 of the BSU Education
Building. He will also lecture on
"Ramanujan's Lost Notebook"
at 1:40 p.m. in the Science
Building, room 218.
The Boise Bicycle Commuters'
Association is sponsoring a Bike
Faire on Saturday April 4th, at
the old Alexanders' building at
9th and Main street from 10 a.m ..
to 5 p.m, There will be films, bike
maintenance demonstrations,
safety checks, display of 1981
models and a bike swap. Info:
334-4593. .
Auditions for the BSU summer
musical Finian's Rainbow will be
held at 7 p.m., Tuesday, April
28th, in Room 111 of the
Music/Drama Building on cam-
pus. Info: 385-1954 or 377-3177. ,
R A D I o preview will be Ellen Foley's new
album,' Spirit OfSt. Louis.KFXD and the March of Dimes
will cosponsor the Walk-America,
Saturday April 11. The walk will
begin atthe BSU SUB at 7 a.m.
and will be 30 kilometers (20
miles) long. Leif Garrett will be
present again this year.
KBSU features. Dangerous
Musik with the "original" Mid-
nite Snak beginning at 10 p.m, on
Wednesday. This week's album
On~
TOWN
TELEVISION
William Belk, former Iranian
hostage, will give a lecture May I,
at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom at
BSU. Tickets prices are $5 for
general admission and $2 for BSU
full-time students. Info: Student
.Programs Board, 385·3654.
Three of the nation's top energy
specialists and 16 panelists will
gather .at Boise State University
April 9-10 for a special conference
.on "Energy Choices for Idaho in
the 1980's." Admission is free.
The three keynote speakers will be
Thomas Neff, Massachusets In-
stitute 01 Technology; Daniel Poet Charles Wright will
Lundburg, Nort.h. Hollywood, appear at BSU Wednesday, April
Calif. and Emilio Varamm; 8 to read from his works at 8
Sacramento, Calif. Info: 385- p:m. in the Boisean LOWIgeof the
1577. SUB. The public is invited to
attend the program free of charge.
Three performances of the
annual Boise State University
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
are scheduled April 3 and 4 at the
Caldwell .Night Rodeo Grounds.
The Boise State University Rodeo
Club will sponsor the intermoun-
tain Region' events at 7:'30 p.m.
Friday and 1:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. BSU, high school and
junior high students will be
admitted to the rodeo perfor-
mances for $2.50 with their
activity cards. Adult tickets are
$3.50, and tickets for children
under.l2, $1.50. Tickets may be
purchased at the BSU SUB Info
Booth, B Bar K Western Wear,
and Hap Tallman Stockman's
Supply, Inc., Boise, and Lloyds in
Nampa.
CALDWELL RODEOGROUNDS-
Friday -7:30P.M.
Saturday - 1:30 & 7:30 P.M.
, (Rodeo Dance Sat. Night)
O'Connor FJeld House-Featuring. "
Kip Attaway & FREE Miler Beer
SNOW C. WEBER ST.
. N. NEV. C.C. S. UTAHST.
UTe-PROVO \NTfRC .UTC-Sl
~~~ O(~o <h(::: ..~
~ ~
Z ;::;q
Ge:fgeEcar;n, :Pril:2,~t th:* .*
S A 'L T L A K E S' P 0 K A N E ~:~~a",';t~seAprU 29, at the 13.'.'.'. .i!t.
::..,-:.;:.......=.......:.-:.--....:.:.- ::..,.--.::.....---=:.....-=.::.....~~--:-""-:'" Paramount. '. Q f"""l\ .
1foi:~~;~~ri/~;~r afih'e~~i :~~tf:::s.SteppenwOif,APri18,~g;:~~dWdgon, May 2, at tile ..' .•' '~~.,... .. .' . '. ~~ ..
Palace. .. Head-Bast, Apn121, atOatsby:s::r'::mo~i~' May· DIXIEC.(.'"() A'...•.•..···S.S.()..>.·.. C....•\~.' .••..........UofU
~~:#;a~iC{ri~~~PriI9, at the Jimr'lY BUffe.f,A'PrilI7,atthe~.Vari.Ha!en,'June 1I·a.>'\' esI' ".. ,. ."..,c. ".,. . .,·SU
'.' 'h Salt ColIseum. Coliseum.'. ..... ...' .Ted Nugent, May. 4, at t e. .. '.' .' . .... '. .'.
Palace. A "1 18 . .. the REO Speedwagon, May 3, lltthe~:e':~ Mi!rceau;ApriI16, atthe -BSU BYU
Dr. Hook, pn.· .. ,a·, Coliseum. . "'.im.m.y·B"l'I'et,".A.pril EauA1.oPPoR1'UNlT'li.A. FFl~nVEACTlONIN8TITUn. •.·.• ON
'Umversity of Utah SPecial Events J(anNalen, May 31,. at the Arena~ ~J' -c'~N"of"'o<:""C'.III
Center. ., ColiseUJl1.
The Boise State student chapter
of the American Society for
. Personnel Administration will
conduct an interviewing .and
resume writing seminar Tuesday,
April 7, from 1-5 p.m, in the Nez
Perce room of the BSU SUB. The
seminar is open to the public for a
$4 registration fee. . Info:
345-9745.
The 'American Brass Quintet
will appear in two performances
at BSU April 2. The quintet will
play in concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Special Events Center, and will
conduct a master class there at 3
p.m. Tickets for the. quintet
programs will be available at the
BSU SUB Info Booth. Admission
to the master class is $1, and
concert tickets are $5 for general
admission and $4 for BSU
students.
Dr .. David B. Sleminons will
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"Music Starts
"AtOur Door-
Come On By
and Pick
Featuring: .
Martin, Guild, Ovation,
Yamaha. Washburn Guitars,
Banjos, Dulcimers, Mandolins.
Fiddles, Recorders, Books, Kits,
Strings, Parts and More! '
Discounted Prices
Full Service & Lessons .
Visit Our New Shop
10-6 Mon. -Sat.
Belgravia in Old Boise
485 Main St. Boise, Idaho
.342-6282
Road
1ri
P OR T L A' N D
Manhatten Transfer, April 2, at
the Civic Auditorium.
David Crosby, April 11,12, at the
Euphoria.
Jimmy Buffet, April 16, at the
Memorial Coliseum.
Memorial Coliseum;
April Wine, May 8, at the
Paramount ..
•••The I.nternatlonal Students
Annual'Food, Song, and Dance
Festival will be held at 7:30 p.m.,
April 17 inthe Student Union
Building Ballroom.- Tickets are
now on sale at the visitors center
on University Drive. Student
tickets are $4.50, General admis-
~lIl!~~;I sion tickets are $8.50 in advance,
$10.00 at the door ...
... there will be plenty of'.muslc
on and around campus this week:
The BSU guitar society will
E'tj~!!t51present a coricert April 5 at 8:15
p.m, in the SpecialEvents center.
~,,~~~m- ",,=,sr,~~;Tickets are $2.50 general admis-
~;;J.,ii_ UHN:,":'~~sian, $1.50' for students and will
be on sale at the SUB info booth,Ea. the Music Department, Musi-
cian's Pro Shop, and The Guitar's
Friend;., .Amerlca: The Datsun Student
Tmvel Guide is being distributed
free in the SUB Lobby, March
30-April 6, 1981. Written
especially for. students, America
magazine features first-hand tra-
vel accounts, tips on how to travel
on a limited budget, and
information about interesting
places to go and things to see
around the country. Pick up your
free copy while they last ...
... Boise State University Art
Galleries will display the works of
four students in two shows April
1-17.
. The works of graduate students
Leon Gaub, George Gledhill, and
Cris Robinson, will be on display
in the university Museum 'of Art
on the first. floor of the Liberal
Arts Building. The photographs
of senior Norby DeKerchove will
be on view in the Gallery II on the
second floor of the LA building.
Galleries are open from 9:30a.m.
to 4:30 p.m, every weekday.
There is no admission charge ...
... There will be a Bike Faire on
Saturday, April 4th, at the old
Alexander's building at 9th and
Main, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. ..
, "',
.. ,This week the SPB Films
conunittee will present three fOms
by Alfred Hitchcock in the Ada
Lounge of the SUB on Friday,
April 3, and Sunday, April 5.
Foreign Correspondent will begin
at 7:30 p.m, on Friday, and at
2:00 p.m. on Sunday. Suspicion
will begin at 9:30 p.m. on Friday,
and at 4:00 p.m, on Sunday.
.North by Northwest will begin at
11:09 p.m. on Friday, and at 5:39
p.m, on Sunday. Admission for
all three films is $2 for students
and $3 for general admission ...
... Two recitals ... Guitarist Bud
Humphrey will present his senior
guitar recital on Thursday, April 2
at 4:40 p.m. in the BSU Recital
Hall, roomlll. .. and BSU Trom-
bonist PhD Hartman and pianist
Susan O'Brien will present a joint
senior recital on Sunday, April 5,
at 4 p.m. in. the BSU. Music
Auditorium. Both recitals are free
and open to the public.
.i.The annual membership drive
of.the Boise Community Concert
Association for the 1981-82
season will be held. April 6
through April 11. Membership is
$12 and entitles the member to
attend the five concerts being
presented by the association in the
1981-82 season. The five concerts
are described as a "varied series
with something for everyone ."
Phone 343-4237 for informa-
tion ...
The American. Brass Quintet
will appear in two performances
at BSU April 2. Concert time will
be 8:15 p.m. in the Special Events
. center, and a master class will be
held there at 3 p.m. Tickets
available at the info booth in the
Student Union Building.
... Poet Charles Wright will
appear at BSU Wednesday, April
8 to read his poetry in the Boisean
Lounge of the SUB. The reading
will begin at 8 p.m, and is free to
the public ....
The Pablo Casals Trio will play
at Boise State April 12 at 8:15
p.m. in the Special Events center.
Tickets are $4 general, $3 forBSU
students. Tickets available at the
Student Union.information booth
and at the door.
. ..A medieval Passion Play will
be presented at St. Paw's Catholic
center, 1915 University Drive,
April 8-11 each evening at 7:30.
Admission is $3.50 and refresh-
ments will be served. The Passion
Play is part of Humanities Week
and features Boise state students
in many roles ...
. ..The 2nd annual Spring Carnival
will be held Sunday, April 26,
1981. The Carnival is being held
to promote the activities of
student organizations at BSU and
to promote the products and
services of retailers in the Boise
area; Carnival starts at 10a.m.
and will be held on Capitol
Boulevard if the weather is nice,
in the SUB Ballroom (if not.
There is. a $10 entry fee for
retailers, a $5 fee . for BSU
Organizations. Entry deadline is
April 11. For info call Lori
LeDuc at 385-1944 or Liz Boerl at
385~3554. Sponsored. by the
Resident Housing Association ...
-." '. " ' ;,' ..'" .;, .. ;.,-", .., '-'. . ....
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CA.'NEI' PICKED-
Newly elected Student Body President left office under the cloud of the
. Tony Lund announced today that he was "Paviliongate Affair." .
appointing General Moses "Bull" Rush of Lund said that he was confident that the
the Boise State ROTC as his Secretary of student senate would confirm' Rush's
State. The appointment confirmed appointment despite critismsof Rush for
speculation that Lund. would appoint screwing up the war and being in tight. with
"someone" from the military to a key the Paviliongate gang. Lund said that no
position in his cabinet. smoking pistols would, be found in Rush's
In a press conference called to announce hand and no skeletons would be found in
Rush's appointment, Lund told reporters Rush's closet. "The only skeletons in Gen.
that the appointment. of the controversial Rush's closet are buried under the lawn of
general was, "Part of my get tough with Garfield School where the senate won't dig
Moscow policy. It is also part of my get them up," quipped Lund.
tough with Pocatello and Lewiston In a second press conference held later in
policy." Lund said that BSUhad lost the day, Lund announced a second cabinet
'respect in the rest of Idaho but that with appointment. Lund has .chosen mass-
Rush as Secretary of State, BSU could murderer Charles Manson to head up the
"begin to show some backbone for a student judiciary at Boise State. "Hell,"
change." Lund also announced there said Lund, "if Reagan can have James
would' be increased military spending at Watt as Secretary of the Interior there is no
Boise State in conjunction with the "get reason I can't have Charlie sitting on the
tough policy" even if it means a reduction judiciary."
in "unnecessary items such as the library . At one point in the afternoon press
and professors." conference Lund became visibly upset when
General Rush first rose to fame as the one of the reporters present asked Lund if
commander of the' Boise State military he would care to respond to charges that he
forces in the ill-fated Garfield War. In that was too cute to be president.' An angry
war the entire military might of Boise State Lund shouted back that "you are only as
was fought to a standstill by the Garfield . cute as you act" and stated that being cute
School Safety Patrol for' 16 years. Boise had never handicapped him in anything he
State withdrew its forces from the Garfield chose to do. "If I become too cute to
playground in 1974. Rush also was a close· function as president while in office I will
advisor to the Perez administration which, resign," said Lund.
._' --
Artist's rendition of Keiser ( left) and horse (right).
DOC SPOI'S •• ONC
Dr. Keiser said that the supernatural
horse promised him that both facilities
" would be built. Keiser quoted the horse as
telling him: "I will appear to your pigeons
and tell them to donate money. If that
doesn't work, take what money you
already have and put it on "Bertha's Baby" .
in the first race of the season at Les Bois.
Trust me, I know horses."
Since the letter was sent out contribu-
tions have flooded in from faithful
supporters in spite of accusations that the
vision was a fake. Said Bronco supporter
Horace Greenbacks "He (Keiser) saw what
he saw and I believe him. After that final
touch-down pass in the Division I
championships game last January, I'll
believe anything."
In a related story, Boise State University'
vice-president Richard Bullington reported
seeing a vision of a 700-foot-high Joe
Allotti who told him "he would have a
word with legislators" to ensure that Boise
State got a fair cut of the state money pie.
In his latest appeal for funds to complete
both the Pavilion and the Morrison Center
at Boise State University, President John
Keiser says that a 900-foot-tall Buster The
Bronco had appeared to him and assured
him the project will be completed.
The dynamic university president told of
his vision in a letter to supporters of both
projects, whom Keiser refers to as his
··pigeons." The Pavilion has been under
construction for a year and the Morrison
Center has yet to begin construction.
Dr. Keiser said in the letter that the vision
of the giant' Bronco appeared to him at
exactly 1:15 a.m, on April 1 as he stood in
meditation outside a Boise entertainment
facility. The letter read:
"I felt an overwhelming presence all
around me. When I opened my eyes there
He stood, some 900 feet tall, looking at me.
His hooves were as big as volkswagons and
he waswearing a Bronco Bandana as big as
a tent. His eyes--Ohl His eyesl Each lash
was as big as Paul J. Schneider. There I
was face to muzzle with the big Bronco.",
CROCK
I'AIKS SPOCK-* ~
example, Von Winkydinky said that his
theory that earth was visited by spacemen
in ancient times came to him not out of the
clear blue sky, but from a scientific
television program. "I was lying in bed
.having a brew and watching "Star Trek"
on the tube. It was being broadcast in
German, the show is much more profound
in German you know, and it suddenly hit
me that Gene Roddenberry had stumbled
onto something that could be true."
Von Winkydinky parleyed his vision of
ancient spacemen into the successful
"Chevys of the Gods," and followed it up
with the almost as successful "Junkyards
of the Angels," and "My Great-Great-
Great-Graildmother the Venusian."
This speaking engagement by Von
Winkydinky will mark the 974th time that
he has been booked at Boise State by,
various Student Programs Boards over the
years.
Space theorist Eric Von Winkydinky will
speak in the Boise State University SUB
Ballroom at 8 p.rn, on Wednesday, April l ,
The legislature is sponsored by the Student
Programs Board in celebration of Fools'
Week.
Von Winkydinky will speak on his latest
theory which contends that Frank Church,
Steve Symms, and Jimmy Carter have all
been captured by extra-terrestials. Says
Von Winkydinky, "Last November you
couldn't pick a newspaper without reading
those guys names in it, today zilch. The
only explanation is that they were whisked
off into outer-space by UFOs."
In an interview conducted earlier this
week, Von Winkydinky discussed his life as
a writer and theorist. Von Winkydinky is
emphatic that he is a real scientist and 'not
just Ii "hack writer with an accent and a
gimmick." "I do real research," said Von
Winkydinky, "I don't just dream this stuff
up out of my head or something." As an
ASK COACH:
ADYICE' FROM COACH CR'NIR
college and work like a dog for minimum
wage until I die a .bitter and unfulfilled
old man. None of that bothers me,
however, as I am looking .forward to
wedded bliss and not having to do my own
laundry any more. The problem is that I
want to wear my lucky "Fram"
windbreaker to my wedding but my girl-
friend doesn't want me to, she wants me to
wear a purple tux. A tux is the kind of coat
, you wear to the prom and I hate wearing
stupid stuff like. that now that I am out of
high school. ShouldI give in and wear the
tux or hold out for my lucky windbreaker?
I want a lucky marriage.
Signed, Confused
Leg: Knock, knock.
Gov: Who's there?
Leg: Vito.
Gov: Vito who?
Leg: Vito that bill and we'll over-ride it so
fast it'll make your head spin.
WRITING,
OFFER---
Hey'budding joke-writers get. in on the
latest joke craze sweeping the state! You,
yes you, can learn how to write legislator,
Jokes like these:
Q: What. do you call an upper-class
reactionary with a single-minded view
of economic and social problems?
Mr. Representative,_ A:Jim Criner
Q: What do you get if you cross an Idaho
legislator with a gorilla? Q:
A: A Speaker of the House:
Q:Where does a 300 pound legislator . A:
make budget cuts? '
A: Anywhere he wants to.
Q: Wh'at do you call a member of the
Idaho Legislature who agrees word
for. word with everything the John,
Birch Society Says? '
A: A'liberal.
Dear Coach Criner: ,
I am a 19-year~ld freshman who lives in
an apartment. It seems that I have fallen
deeply In'Iove with a beautiful blond
cocker-spaniel. We want to be married in
june but her parents refuse to allow it
because I'm not of her religion. My folks
are devoutly religious and would be heart
broken if I changed religions to please her
parents .. Shouldone of us change religions
and disappoint '.just one set of parents?
Should we both agree to get married into a
nuetral faith? Should-we call it off!
Help.
How many legislators does it take to
screw in a light bulb in a state office
building? ,
54. 18 in the Senate and 36 in the
House to appropriate "the money to
buy the bulb and hire a janitor to
screw it in.
Dear Confused:
If I were in your shoes (no pun intended)
I would go to some Southern california
junior college and recruit a whole shit-load
of big linemen and a couple of fast, flashy
backs. Then I would win the national
championship and be a hero allover town., Q: How many legislator's does it taketo
screw up Aid to Dependent Children'?
A: 54., ",
Hey Coach:
Here is the situation. I am a 75"year-old
junior who lives at home. ,It's second-down
on my own fifty yard line with 12 minutes
left to play. I am down by four points and '
my number one quarter-back, and .best
passer, isout with a separated shoulder. It
is a must-win game. What play would you
call? .
, Sincerely,
An Armchair Quarterback.
A: How many legislators does it take to
screw up public television?
A: 54.Q: What·· is the difference' between an
Idaho legislator and a farmer?
A: Nothing.
Q: If Wendy Ungricht and James Risch
both jumped off the Idaho Statehouse
at the same instant who would hit the
ground rIr~? ' .
A: Who cares?
Distraught
Q: How many legislators does it take to
screw up higher education'? '
A: 54. '
DearDistraught: .
If I were in' your. position. (no pun
intended) I would run my rullback over the
tackle out of .a pro-set .: If that fails; put
your flankerandends()ut wide as a decoy
and '..hit. your halfback short . over the
middle." .
Deaf Coach: > , .' , . ' .
I am a 20-year-old sophomore an<1t live
in Chaffee ."Hall..lgat my girl-friend
pregnant in my car and now She is pregnant
everywhere she' goes, We .have to get
married which means 1have to dropout of
lfyouwai!.t to write-jokes like these just
serid $12 to LEG LAFS, Box S55, Tool, !D.
. Qu3lityguaranteedby Buddy Lee's Jokes.near Arm:
If I were ymL(no pun intended) I
wouidn't call a. play, I would call- a-
professional guidance counselor.; Your'
type need help and you should get It fast.·
Good. luck .and •I hope you . cure your
problem withJ?r()fessio~al help.
Q:,What do evolutlon.theEast~Bwiny,
ana'qllality' higher. edu.cation have. in
common? ." ."> •..'. '.".
TheldahQ'Legislaturedoesn't believe
in any of them; . '. -
:' ."', __ • ;" •. ' ';. ',-; ....,__ : '. • ,~. c. '.
· This.isour,ApriIFoois.tSsue and is
offered in thespirlto! foolish fun.
'Everything on thispage and,the/ront cover
is fi~tioTIQI....... " . "" ..
.....:',...:;::r:;;-J~_._~.,,'_~ -..:.:_~--:-,...~ __ ._..--......__.......... . _. __ ~_ -0"_.'--
. . ....
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MAN.'rHEAT.EO §l
:MANN4~,···.·
lm8()VE,i.A.()~P. 4 •••.
starring 11heWhon
The'Kids ·.Are,Alright
MidniteMovie
Fri--Sat. .Cil! sedtsS2.50
KBBK .
TRY IT LIKE IT.,.
CWCen1JoueNeedcEomethln9 ,
cEfu.ciaICome CloacEpeetat0to'tE.
CD CD
cEtu.derttr:D~cqunt~
[dVot'on c:Rep.ai.u}
CONSTRUCTION .'MANAGEMENT,
CLUB
PRESENTS
Allcomers Backgammon,
Tourney
- APRIL 11th at 9:00AM'
in the Nez Perce Room SUB
$3.00 Entry Fee
1st Prize: ' DELUXBackgammofl Board
and Trophy
2nd Prize:530.00 Gift Certificate
From Coun1y$eatand Trophy
3rd Prize:520.00 Gift.Certificate From
countv seat and Trophy
For More Info Call SUBInfo Booth
- at 385-1448
OR, BRING IT BACKI!.
SHERBS THE
""".:.5'"'1" t,
W""W",~·\.... - --:' ,
.ALE
The Only RecOl"d.andTape stores. That offer·.Guaranle~·. Great Music
.a;:::~::re.d;.ti'ti~~):::2::t:;~~.
377-03. ,. .2': "" = -. ·,345-9730
fo.Iito II· .. ~CapltOl·8lyel.
Mj~1611 "
Here are some notables from
Campus Digest News Service:
Lowering the. thermostat in
your home onlyfive degrees for
eight hours each night can save up
to 15 percent of your 'fuel costs ...
... Business .professors' average
starting salaries are $24,000 per
year, which is $3,000 lower than
they could expect outside of
academia. After 15 years on the
job, business professors are
$40,000 per year behind where
they would be on the outside.
Needless' to say, this is not
encouraging business whizzes to
choose academia over private
business. Even though more and
more students are interested in
becoming business majors, less
and less faculty are interested in
teaching them ...
... Demand for computer ex-
perts will rise about 25.6 percent
this year, according' to a survey of
4,670 companies. Demand had
already climbed 19:1 percent the
previous year ...
... The Los Angeles Board of
Education's' recent unanimous
decision to end the school
district's mandatory- busing pro-
gram by April 10, marked the end
of a two-year drive to end
mandatory busing.
The newly-adopted policy gives
parents the option to continue
sending their children to distant
schools through June or return
them to their home schools. The
school matchings created for the
busing program would be term-
inated before classes resumed next
September.
The scholarship bank has
announced that applications are
available for thousands of sum-
mer job openings for college
students interested in work in
their career fields, as well as
applications for fall scholarships.
Many scholarships for fall require
action by April or May. Students
are urged to get busy finding their
best scholarship or work op-
portunities and apply now. The
-scholarship bank offers students
an opportunity to learn about the
private, off-campus aid sources
for which they are eligible. It has
been in operation over one year
and has processed over 10,000
student requests for. scholarship
and work .studv .. information.
According to the director, each
student receives up to 50 different
sources, some based on need,
some on merit, or on other factors
such as geographical desires.
Students interested in using. this
service should send a stamped,
self' addressed envelope to: The
Scholarship bank, 10100 Santa
Monica' Blvd. Suite 750, Los
Angeles, CA 90067.
CAM , P US
The2lst annual Vince Aguirre
Memorial Public ski Race (form-
erly the Royal Cup) has been set
for 1:30 p.m•.Wednesday, April
1, on Bogus Basin's Sunset run ..
The race, an easy giant slalom,
will be open to any adult and will
carry a $5 entry fee. All proceeds
will go .to the Vince Aguirre
Memorial Scholarship .. Fund' .at
Boise State University.v.The
scholarship, established nearly. ten
years ago, is awarded to a BSU
student who has been. active in
siding with a future in some aspect
of the industry. Following the
race, a .special' l;l.wardsceremony
will .beheld .at 4:30 p.m. at· tile
Firewater Saloon. Doorpi'izeSwm
be. given.a.way. The public is
:invit~Jo·"t~en~. . .
rrHE SWING PAGE
HUMANITIES
FAIRATBSU
A Humanities Fair scheduled at Boise
State April 6-11 will include production of
a medieval passion play, an art show, a
piano recital and slide lecture, a poetry
reading, and a panel discussion and film. '
The medieval passion play, a depiction of
The Last Supper and events leading to the
Crucifixion of Christ, will be enacted at St.
Paul's Catholic Student Center, 1915
University Drive, April 8-11 each evening at
7:30. '
The play is directed by BSU drama
students Sarah Barsness and Jerry Fields.
Admission is $3.50, and refreshments will
be served. •
BSU pianist Madeleine Hsu will present a
slide lecture and recital on composer Bela
Bartok and Hungarian nationalism April 6
at 7:30 p.m, in the Music-Drama Building
Recital Hall. Admission to her program is
$1.
The lecture will include her research
conducted in Budapest, Paris, and New
York in 1979,' into the life and
compositions of the 'late Hungarian
composer.
Hsu will discuss Hungarian music history
and Bartok's use of folklore in his
compositions. She will then demonstrate
that use by playing from the Bartok
compositions.
An art show featuring the works of Boise
State graduate students will be on view
Monday-Friday in the Liberal Arts
Building from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. each day.
Tuesday, April 7, the film "Bread and
Chocolate" will be shownat 7:30 p.rn. in
the Boisean Lounge of the Student Union
Building. A panel discussion will follow.
Admission is $1.
California poet Charles Wright will read
from his works Wednesday, April 8, at 8
p.m. in the Boisean Lounge of the Student
Union Building. Wright is a member of the
English Department faculty at UC-
Irvine. His program at the Humanities Fair
has been scheduled by the 1980-81 Writers
and Artists series sponsored by the English
departments of Boise State and Idaho State
universities.
Directed by interdisciplinary Studies in
the Humanities chairman Dr. William
Skillern, the week-long program has
received a development grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
HYPNOTIST PLAYS BOISE
A group of a dozen or so people are lark." Afterreceiving his Masters degree in which he calls "dream tripping." By
sitting on a small dark stage. Above them, a psychology from the University of adding or removing something from the
bright, blue light shines and a crazy man Missouri, he worked in an obstetrics clinic person's environment, ("positive or neg-
rants and raves. "Deepervyou are falling for two years where he conducted seminars .ative hallucinations") under, hypnosis,
deeper asleep," he says. Several people in hypnosis for pregnant women. These some very funny things can happen. And
slump over in their chairs, some, may even women preferred childbirth without drugs, they do. I asked Belante if he could recall
fall to the floor into a small heap. There is says Belante, and at this time the LaMaze the funniest episode that ever happened
no response from the crazy man or the method was not available. So successful, during one of his shows. He laughed and
audience who watches silently. What is were these seminars that he began working said, "Oh God, there have been So manyl"
going on? twelve hour-plus days, at the expense
If you happen to accidently stumble into' of his health. After six 'months of complete Almost ten years ago on Halloween in
the Encore Room at the Owyhee Plotel rest, Belante's roomate talked him' into San Diego, Belante did his "Ghost"
some' night, and are bewildered by what doing a show demonstrating the powers of routine which is modeled after a Vaudeville
you see there, don't be. It's just Belante, hypnosis to the general public.' act. In this routine, he told the participants
"Mr. Hypnosis himself." Belante's act consists of various routines -Continued to page 12
Though his home base is in the ,--------:------------------:---------11
northwest, .Belante's show seems straight
out of Las Vegas. Bearing' a' strong
resemblence to Vincent Price, Belante
appears on stage after "Also Sprach
Zarathustra" and a 'pre-recorded tape
which boasts of his fame and great deeds
performed allover the country. Belante fits
one's idea of a hypnotist; he is spangled
and glittered, his hair has been expertly
coiffured. He is literally adorned with gold.
His voiee is deep and mysterious though it's
it's obviously an- affectation, it works.
Before beginning his show, Belante
explains the nature of hypnosis: He says of
it: "Hypnosis isa natural state of the mind;
it is the Alpha-theta cycle in the brain which
we experience upon going to sleep at night
and when we wake up in the morning.
Have you ever got up In the morning and
not felt completely awake, and find
yourself brushing your teeth with the
Brylcreern? That's it," ,
The three hours of the show are
hilarious, especially if you like to laugh at
other people. Belante asks for volunteers
from the audience, and usually he has no
trouble getting them. When I was there on
Tuesday night, people ran up on stage like a
"herd of cattle. (Maybe more like sheep to
the slaughter?) The audience, primarily a
younger crowd, were more than eager to
participate, .and in fact, some had to be
turned away. However, on Saturday night,
when the audience was a little older, more
sedate, and reserved, "volunteers" had to
be pulled gently forward.
Belante, who has been in show business
for 21 years, originally began his act "~m a
Anthony Burt->Melvin and Howard
1981 was the year for a drippy
teeny-bopper scuba-sex movie, Blue La-
goon, to make millions, and for millions of
axe-the-bitch movies to be made 'for, the
Hoe-Handles who apparently comprise' a
large portion of Am~ri.ca's violence~prone
film audience. Yet this is not to qualify the
greatness of my choice for best film of the
year: in any year, Melvin and Howard
would be a stand-out. Because I've already
reviewed the film' (see the University News, '
February 22, 1981), I won't belabor its
virtues. I'll merely badger you by saying, if
you don't seeMelvin and Howard the. next
time it plays the enlightened Boise market
for three days, 'YOUI'heads will become
emptier, your hearts harder: '
Karl Knapp ...Ordinary People
1980 was not exactly a banner year for
the film industry, to'say the le~t.
Mediocrity plagued the movies, and while .
there were probably six. or seven really
meritorious films made in the year past,
three stand out in my mind as !he very best
of the year: MartinScorses'e's Raging B.ull
(if'.the story, may have, lacked!" the .a~g
and directorial excellence certainly didn t);
Roman Polanski's, Tess(~ extremely
controversial film among Talkies reviewers)
" "-Continued to page 12
Sandanista, the new album from The.Clash
is filled with them.
Foley takes on the more subjective
experience of relating her personal life to
life in general, Spirit of St. Louis as well as
Nile Out contain love songs.
"My Legionnaire" bring rememberances
of the Foreign Legion and the
women who loved them and how destiny
separates the pain.
"The Shuttered Palace" has Foley as the
bride inviting the Sons of Europe. to come
~ide and play.
"Torchlight" is a reggae-influenced
piece with harmony provided by boyfriend,
Jones, who also wrote it. It is an excellent
cut.
"Theatre of Cruelty" is of tropical
- flavor. "He leaves one, one, one, to go
with another one, one, one, its so easy, but
one is left all alone. Beauty becomes a
shroud, a fast leaving cloud. Another
woman 'should be able to tell what I'm
dreaming, leaving, dreaming, dying ... "
Ellen Foley - Spirit of St. Louis "Phases of Travel" is the only one that
Since joining up with Mick Jones of Tbe ' Foley wrote. "I go a long way to make
Clash as best .friends, Ellen Foley, has something out of nothing. I just had to get
undergone an interesting transition. Her you." Its rather sarcastic, but areal rocker;
music has gotten more sophisticated and is "In the Killing Hour" is another Jones
much less "hard" than in her previous tune that reflects the subjective alienation
release Nite Out. of existence. "Why do these bars keep us
Nite Out was recorded when Foley was apart? You know I'll never cry the tears in
experiencing the likes of Ian Hunter my heart ... I will not hear you say there is
(formerly the leader .of Mott tbe Hopple) no innocence. Oh please don't go. Where is
and Mick Ronson (formerly with David God now? There must be more life to
Bowie and tbe Spiders from Mars], and come, in the killing hour. You're not the
their influence from the recording 'to the guilty one, in the killing hour. You're not
production was obvious. the guilty one, in the killing hour." Spirit
Nite Out was hard border-New Wave- of St. Louis is' an pi around excellent
Rock. Spirit of St. Louis demonstrates a album that clearly demonstrates maturity
softness of heart that is entirely different as well as a new direction for Ellen Foley.
from Nite Out. Hints of everything from Both Nite Out and Spirit of St. Louis are
Reggae to Jazz to orchestrated Rock are good. When the two different sounds and,
found. ' approaches are blended, the next .one
The vocals are generally soft, melodic, should be fantastic.
harmonious, and happy, even if the.lyrics Spirit of St. Louis will be featured on
suggest unhappiness. With, Mick Jones KBSU Wednesday night at midnight on
'Co-writing six of the twelve songs, this is Hobbit's "Midnite Snak."
hardly unexpected. Jones is known for his
political activist lyrics' of discontent.
In honor of the Oscars, the Talkies
reviewers are each picking their own "Best
Picture" of the year. The "Bests" are'
chosen from all the new films each
particular reviewer has seen. Next week the
reviewers will have at The Postman Always
Rings Twice.
Donald Barclay- Head Over Heels
If someone had told me at the beginning
of 1980 that my favorite film of the year
would be a boy-meets-girl story that was set
in Salt Lake City and featured as a
protagonist a man who "writes reports
about reports" for the state of Utah, I
would have called for the men in the white
coats to remove that deranged person to a
place of safety. But at the beginning 'of
1980 I hadn't seen Head Over Heels, a film
which takes all of the above elements and
weaves them into a very funny, very human
film. The 'believable cast of charactersin
Head Over Heels are what make the film
work as they- run the behaviorial gamut
from the out-right crazy to n.earlYinsan~,
bureaucrat hero. The humor m the film IS
perfeetlyunderplayed, and the Salt, Lake
City setting seems strangely exotic,possibly
because "nobody" ever makes a movie. in a
place.like Salt Lake. Head Over Heels IS an
excellent film that' deserves more attention
than critics and movie goers have given it. :
~ it if you ever getth~chance.
RECORD REVIEW
TOM IRONS
.Victor. Delores carries the guilt of two
suicides, one husband and one daughter,
while Victor is tied to a wife whom he has
paralyzed, both emotionally and phys-
ically. Delores has dealt with her pain by
walling herself off, until Victor begins to
break the walls down. Victor's pain has
brought him to the brink of a rare
sensitivity about humanity, and Delores
edges him closer. In the process of all of
this often long-winded exploration, a lot of
raw nerves are touched. These two lovers
are rarely heroic and 'often pitiful as they
pick at each other and suffer while their
own hearts bleed.
'French goes out of her way to battle what
she calls the "Nazi mentality." a state of
mind that requires a hierarchical ranking of
society. The Bleeding Heart, condemns a
masculine tendency to define female-male
relationships in terms of a power struggle at
which the man must either win, meaning
dominate, or be castrated.
At the core of this novel is a plea for
understanding. " The, Bleeding Heart de-
mands an evaluation of sexual roles and
their by-products, which create the
automatonic men and paralyzed women of
this ncvel.Trench.does her best to'raise the
, collective C<. .dousness of her readers.
.!.:.....
"
Marilyn French. The Bleeding Heart: A
Love Story For and Aboia Adults. New
York: Ballantine Books, 1980. Fiction.
Available at the BSU Bookstore. $3.50. .
Marilyn French takes a unique approach
to this love story, making it much more
than atraditional romantic encounter. The
novel's protagonist,' Delores, isa fiftyish
English, professor and devout feminist,
researching at Oxford for one year; The,
man is Victor ,also fiftyish, but a successful
businessman working out of London for a'
similar year. They meet on a train and '
surprise themselves by, falling in love. •
,The Bleeding lleartrelentlessly. explores
the .painful pasts ,of both Delores" and
HYPNOTIST
«Continued from page 11
that every time they heard him say
the. word. "ghost," they would
feel a cold and clammy hand on
their.necks. Then he would tell a
long and scary story, complete
with background sound effects.
At the instant Belante said
"ghost" several peopleran off the
stage. Some only got so far as
"eight feet up the wall," while
some actually left the theater. One
woman knocked .down three
ushers, another woman ran by the
ticket-usher. He knew what had
happened had attempted to stop
I
her. He grabbed her by the neck,
but she turned around and
I "cold-cocked him." Another
I person who "escaped" was a
I sailor. When he ran out of the
I theater, his six sailor friends ran
I out after him; and enroute, they
I picked up six more sailors who
. wanted to know what was going
expires Ion. Eventually they all ran into
_ . I_the Shore Patrol who thought the
~~~~ . . ... . I hypnotised sailor was "psycho."
_______________ ICOUPON......----------------.;.-----.1 'Oneman, whomadeIt 'all the way
downtown, was picked up by the
Vice squad. "That's a routine I
don't use anymore, ... it made the
front page of the newspapers."
Belante also remembers the
show in Seattle where he
instructed a woman to kiss her
husband sitting in the audience.
"When I asked her if herhusband
was in the audience, I thought she
said yes." When Belante gave her
the suggestion she ran out of the
night club. "She had run two
blocks before we got her . Her
husband wasn't in the audience,
he was in San Francisco.".
Belante will be appearing at the
Encore Room until May 23rd.
Admission varies nightly; I
suggest Tuesdays, but be sure to
make reservations. Drinks are
outrageous, but the show is worth
it.
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EDITOR NEEDED FOR'81~'82UNIVERSITY NEWS
,EXPERIENCE IN NEWSPAPER WORK PREFERRED
CONTACT: 1M MAGUIRELA226 385 ..1182 Deadline April 10.
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WELCOME BACK·
~
BRONCOS!
BUY -OME SOFTSHELL··TACO
GET ONE FREE!
1120 Broadway
Why pay 20% or more at other stores? Compare
these items for proof oieveryday savings.
$139.95 New Fuzzbuster m $8680
.,..287$34.95 Jensen Speakers. • • • • • • • •• ..,~
$s.o5 Sealed Beams (4001-4000) ••.••• $253
, 01lr44$1.87 Spray Paint • • . • • •• • • • • • • • •• .&
$7.50 Ace Racer ' 47
, DUAl Oil Filler .... " • . • . . . •• .. ... ...
$949$15.67 2·10n Hyd. Jack .•.•••••• -•.••
Mobil 30 Motor Oil •••••••••••••••• 790
$3.74 Rally Wax ••••••••••••••••••• 2,08
$1.90 Oil Treatment' •••• ; •••••••••• 970
$6.33 Radiator Hose ••••••••••••••• 8337
. ."47$4.52 Fan Belts. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ..,
Champion Sparll 0 0
Plup ••••••••.••••• 79 to 99
$27.25 Muffler. • • • • • • • • • • • • $~688
Cycle Batteries (low as) ••••••••••• S%0··
$3.90 Armorall $2S7
$29.95 Indian Blanket $" 1tA77
Seat Covers (small trll:1 ......... ~. .IlL '7
:~5~1~1.~~i~ .....•..... $4877
$2.25Eveready Alk. '. $111' 59
Energizer Battery (2 pak) •.••••• ', • . .• .&
$9.74 Loclling Gas Cap •••••.••••••• 8469
NAMPA
llU3rd Sl So.
CALDWELL
825 Cleveland
ONTARIO,
West ,Park Plaza .
BOISE
Broadway & Beacon
Orchard & Overland
Five Mile & Fairview
23rd & Fairview
IF YOU'RE NOT SHOPPING STATEWIDE, FOR AUTO SUPPLIES,
YOU'RE MISSING REAL SAVINGS!
Open Evenings Dally, Sunday 49to S
heduleyournext Frenchclass
.. inFrance. ' -
It's a lot easier than you think. As you'll discover in the next issue of Insider - the free
supplement to your college newspaper from Ford. And it makes a lot of sense, If you're
going to learn French, why not learn it from the experts.
Insider will include everything you need to know to do just that We'll tell you how
to get there, what it costs, how to plan, differences between American-affiliated,
universities and foreign learning institutions, an outline of language requirements
and, mostimportantly, how to find a job.
So if you've been thinking about taking a semester or two
abroad, stop thinking. And next time registration comes
around, schedule your French class where you'l1 learn the
- most. .. in France.
Don't miss the next issue of Insider. Besides travel tips, you'll.
see the great new lineup of Ford cars for 1981. Featuring
Escort,. Mustang and the exciting new EXP. .. tomorrow is here
. from the world of Ford.
Look forlns.der. Ford's continuing series
of college newspaper supplements.
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TALKIES
«Continued from page 11
and Robert Redford's Ordinary
People (simply, a surprisingly
good film). Among these three,
my preference lies with Ordinary'
People; in spite of the film's many
flaws, Ordinary People is a
passionate, -noving account of an
upper-middle class family's strug-
gle to workout· some serious
relational problems. Ordinary
boasts an outstanding (yet under-
rated) cast, a gripping (without
being too effusive) story, and an
admirable! sensitive directorial
debut on the part of Redford. In a
lackluster' year for movies, Or-
dinary People was a more than
pleasant surprise.
Marianne F1agg--Ordinary People
Among the bilge which has
managed to sag the film industry's
reputation this past year, a
handful exceptional movies have
floated to the top. Ordinary
People, Raging Bull, and Tess are
among diem. I have not had the
opportunity to view the blink-
and-you'll-miss-it Plaza Twin
showing of Melvin and Howard;
much to my chagrin and pain.
In a tough-fought battle for my
heart's affection, Ordinary
People beats out Raging Bull as
the best of the year. Both these _
movies, perhaps all the year's
offerings, have been' seriously
flawed. Ordinary People bleeds
with emotion and personal pain;
Raging Bull bleeds mostly with
blood-vandexqutsite. technical
work. '.
Directoral newcomer Redford
understands where a director's
best bets lie: with his characters
and .their story. Scorsese has
made the best technical film of his
ever-rising career,' but he' hasn't
made .a 'film with . as- much
character depth as Mean Streets,
and, to a -.•Iesser 'degree, Taxi
Driver. In a year of brutal
violence' -and unbelievably bad
movies, .'Scorsese went for my
head, Redford for my heart. This
year, my . heart 'was more. I
aDDroacl1able. '.
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MEN'S' TENNIS:' ON
THE. R·02\D-AGAIN
-SPRING GRIDDING
BEGINS AT BSU
WEEKENDRODEO
DON RETHWISCH
While most BSU students spent their
spring break relaxing, the men's tennis
squad traveledto California and Nevada to
compete in eight matches, compiling a 5-3
record, which shoots their overalI record to
a fine 17- S mark.
"It was a good trip, which proved. our
overall team strength which would help us
in the (divisional) playoffs," head coach
Bus Connor remarked.. The team played
twomatches a day, which gave them quite a
workout.
The Broncos opened the road trip with
matches against Santa' Clara and West
Valley, whom they defeated 6-3, 8-1,
respectively.
Boise State dubbed two other California
schools, DeAnzaand St. Mary's, ina 9-0
fashion. The Broncos then traveled to
Nevada to participate in two tournaments
in.Reno.
One starting -offensive backfield short,.
the NCAA Division I-AA National
Champion football team began practice on
Tuesday, March 31 in Bronco Stadium.
BStJ Head Football Coach Jim Criner,
beginning his sixth season at the helm,will
greet 60 prospects. Of that group, 30 are
returning lettermen. There are 12 seniors on
the team.
Although the Broncos incurred heavy
losses due' to graduation, they will have
experienced players returning to the lineup.
BSU has 10 starters returning, five on
offense and five on defense, including the
placekicker. .
Some very important holes will have to
be filled in the Bronco backfield, but Criner
thinks that either Tim Klena or Rick
Rebozzi will step right in to handle the
signal-calling duties, while sophomore
Rodney Webster, junior Tom Barrieau.
and .JC transfers .John Broadous and
I Robert Farmer wili be the leading
I
candidates for running backs. First team
All-Big Sky selection Kipp Bedard retu~ns
I; for the Broncos atwide receiver: along with
i .IC tran.sfer Randv Mayo.
I The defense wiil be led by All-American
i Randv Trautman at defensive tackle andui host of other talented 'defensive linemen.
Included in that group is sophomore
sensation Michel Bourgcau. Bourgcau W'I.'
named second team All-Big Sky in 19R1l.
Dan LeBeau and Barry Smith head the
I The Br.oIlco women's track lean.! is OIltheroad agam this weekend, compcung at the
'I' Uuiversity ~f Ida.hos lv.I.OSCO\\' USA g.amcs.
I he meet Will takeplace on Saturday, API,
'1 ~ begil~ning ~l noon, and w~lrbeun~corcJ.
Panicipating schools WI!! be Eastern
I
Washington University, Spokane Com-
munity Coile.gc" Uni.versity· of Montana,
Flathead Valley Community College, and
host Ida.llO.
In past weekend action. BSlJ .competed
in a triangul:tr meet in Seattle against the
University of Washington and the.
University of Portland. UW placed first
with 93 points. Boise State was second with
56 points und Portlandfinis\1ed third with
10 points. .
Highlighting the' meet were first place
Threep~rformancesofthe annual Boise
State' University National. Intercollegiate
Rode,o are scheduled April 3 and 4 at the
Caldwell. Night Rodeo Grounds.
Over ,ISO cowboys and cowgirls from 13
schools will competeinthe rodeo .events for
. qualifying points fc:>t the ColIege National
Rodeo Finalsat'Bozeijlan, Mont" in June.
T1!e Boise SliiteVlliversify, Rodeo Club
In rain delayed pro-sets,· the Broncos
dropped their first match of the trip to the
University of Nevada-Reno, 7-2. After
BSU defeated Whitman College, 9-0, they
dropped matches to both Fresno State, 7-2,
and Haywood State 6-3.
Connor. praised sophomore Eddie
Perkins and senior Chris Nord for their
performance on the trip.
This weekend the team will be back in
action at' the Boise Invitational on' the
university courts Friday and Saturday.
Utah State, Idaho and the University of
Montana will all be on hand for the
two-day tourney:
"This will be a good tournament for a
couple of reasons," commented Connor.
"These are all very tough teams and we'll
get some conference action in, plus it '\viII
give us another chance to look at Idaho,
who is in our division for the playoffs."
Boise State has three tournaments in
Portland, Eugene, and Moscow, before the:
division playoffs, the 23-25, here in Boise.
list of linebackers returning this spring. In
addition, Tony Plott and newcomer John
Rade will join the Broncos. At inside
linebacker, Ray Santucci and Curt Hecker
return, along 'with .JC transfer ..Ray
Stephens.
The secondary has three starters
returning in cornerback Chris Bell, free
safety Larry Alder and strong safety Rick
Woods. Woods was a first team All-League
selection in 1979-80.
Seven returning Broncos earned All-Big
Sky honors last season. Four were first
team All-Big Sky.
According to NCAA regulations, BSU
will have 20 practice sessions, including the
annual Alumni Game in Bronco Stadium,
May 2. .
All practice sessions this spring begin at
3:00 p.m. and are open to the public. Those
wishing to observe BSU practice sessions
will have to sit in the bleachers on the west
side of the stadium. '
The emphasis this spring will be to
develop' the quarterbacks, develop consis-
tent linebacker play (an area where BSU
lost 5 players to graduation), and w~r~ on
ihc total team aspect, such as tnnmg,
technique and overallleam cohesiveness.
The Broncos have six home games and
five road games scheduled for the 1981
season, which begins with four consecutive
home games on September 5 against
Northwestern State of L.oui"iana.
pc,·!"onnanc'.'s hv Karen Osburn (100
meters), Diane Dodds (41..10[vi Hurdles) and
Jodi Aronson (1500 meters). Dodd's time
or (;5.58 in the 400 M hurdles set a school
record in that event <"S did Kathy
:.:cn\\'orth,,'s second place time of 9:58.49
in the 300Umeter run. Other second place
finishers were Wendy Sehwarz(iong jump),
-! x 100 meter relay, Darla Hasselquist (400
meter), and the mile relav: .
"We performed well against .ane of the
',trongest Division I schools in the
Northwest. J ody Aronson should be
praised for her national qualifying
performance in the 1500meters," s~id BSU
coach .Joe Neff.BSU has now quahfied 14
athletes for the regional championships and
9 athletes for the AlA W national meet.
will .sponsorthe Intermountain Region
events at 7:30 p.m. Friday and 1:30 and
7:30 p.m. Saturday. -
BSU, high school and junior high
students wilI be admitted to the rodeo
performancesfod2.S0 with theira~tivity
cards. Adult tickets are $3.50, .and tickets
for children under 1:t, $1.50.
_ Co.n.tinuedto page14
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Kevin Eld lands his Cessna 172 to take a third place in the Power-On-Spot
Landing event at the Alpha Eta Rho aviation fraternity's Spring Red Baron Air
Meet in CaldwellMarch21. The "Red Baron" top pilot award wasearned by John
Kangas, who won the power off landing, computer accuracy and aircraft
recognitionevents in the intra-club competition.
GYMNASTICS' NAT'LS
With a third straight Northwest
championship under its belt, BSU's
gymnastics team heads for the College of
William and Mary in Williamsburg, VA,
this weekend for the AlA W Division II
National Gymnastics Championships.
Thirteen teams from around the country
and 40 individual all-around competitors
will compete in the two-day event.
The team and, all-around competition
will begin Friday, Apr. 3 at noon,
culminating in the team awards on Friday
evening. The final rounds of the individual
competition will take place on Saturday,
Apr. 4, beginning at 2:00 P.M. Individual
and all-around awards will be presented
Saturday evening.
gymnasts," BSUcoach Jackie Carringer
explained.
Boise State's seasonal average of 133.60
places them fourth behind Centenary
College (Shreveport, LA) with a 140.65
average, the University of Denver with a
139.01 average, and Slippery Rock State
College (Slippery Rock, PA) with a 134.07.
Centenary won the national championship
in 1980, with Denver second and West
_Chester State College (West Chester ,PA)
third. •
The team has had two weeks to prepare
since the Northwest Collegiate Women's
Sports Association championship in
Seattle. There the Broncos set several
school records in coming up with the title.
Mary Howard scored BSU's first-ever
9-point performances, rating 9.05 in both
the balance beam and the uneven parallel
bars. Parker also scored 8.9 on the floor
routine, in which event five of BSU's six
competitors qualified for national competi-
tion. .
"Our floor set was gorgeous," Carringer
said. "It was the strongest performance of
the season and of the meet."
Howard ,placed highly in three competi-
tions, winning the beam, but Parker
finished highest in the all-around, 'ranking'
third while Howard plac.ed fifth and
Martha Howard placed tenth.
Boise State is making its third
consecutive national appearance, as they
finished eleventh in 1979 and fourth in
1980. BSU is ranked fourth going into this
year's meet and will be seeded as the top
team in the third round of competition.
"We are exrrcrnclv pleased with our
seeding. Although we are not seeded into
the top or fourth round, our number one
scedinu in the third round allows us 10
corupcre onthe events in Olympic order,
vault, bars, beam and floor. A team seeded
third in Ihe mp round must end on the
beam Which i)!irs additional pressurc on its
-_.__._----------------.....-..------'-
though he never placed high!'
Camerud ran the quarter mile in 47.37
for his. personal best in 1981. Cafferty has
been hampered by a hamstring pull all
season, but is showing signs of a comeback .
"We ran Cafferty in four events in the
meet and I think he is really coming on,"
Jacoby said. "He was leading the 400 meter
hurdles race, but ran out of gas on the last
three hurdles."
Another Bronco who has been improving
in leaps and bounds is Howard Conley.
Conley has a personal best in the 800 meter
.of 1:51.1, set two. weeks ago and he
bettered his mark in<the 1500 meter race
when he was clocked in 3:49.0.
Having set a few marks last Saturday in
Seattle. 13:;U men's track and flekiteam
will host the University of Montana in a
dual meeton Saturday, Apr. 4 in Bronco
.Stadium. The meet is scheduled to begin at
11 a.rn, MST with the field events, while
the running events-will start at noon.
The Broncos and Montana have had
close dual meets in the past and BSU Head
Track Coach Eel .Jacoby believes this
weekend will be no differcnt.
"!think i't's become a very good meet,"
said Jacoby. "We look forward to the swoe
type of competitiorithis week as well."
"They have more quality athletes than
we do, but we have a little more depth,"
said Jacoby .
.Jacoby says the Grizzlies have three or "As a team we really need to get mentally
four athletes who are' very good in a motivated for every meet, because right
number of events, while the Broncos have now we are ·not performing to our
. good performers throughout the lineup. capability," said Jacoby. .
. According to Jacoby the Broncos will Randy .Heidenreich. and Zach Grigsby
have to do well in the sprints and the middle bettered tlJeir marks in the pole vault over
distance events in order to . beat the the weekend. Heidenreich vaulted 15-0,
Grizzlies. . .'.' .',. " . . ' while-Grigsby soared 14-0. The Broncos
"We didn't have a very good week in the mile relay team of' Greg Hall, Sean
sprints Iastweek;exceptfof Camerud who Cafferty, Randy Mayo and Kenrick
,set a personal best this year," said Jacoby. Camerudran the, distance in 3:20.79 to
"SeanCafferty,hadagoodweekendevenbetterthat mark in 1981.
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STARTS FRIDAY
APRIl-3rd •
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• Continued/rom page 13
Tickets may be purchased at, the
BSU Student Union Information
Booth, BBar K Western Wear,
and ,Hap Tallman Stockman's
Supply, Inc., Boise, and L!oyds in
Nampa~' ,
Other, competing schools are
arigham Young University,
Provo; 'Utah State University,
WOMEN'S TENNIS
GOLF AT RENO
ROBIE CREEK RACE
DON RETHWISCH "They (Utah State) are just
rebuilding their team and, had
After a split in Utah, Boise only 3 singles players and only one
State's womens tennis squad has doubles team," said Boyles,
upped their record to a 2-4 mark. The women have a busy home
'''We are still progressing schedule ahead of them where
slowly," head coach Jean Boyles
stated of her half-freshman team. they meet Northwest Nazarene,
"We are still correcting tech- April 7, at 3:30' p.m, on the
niques and getting used to the university courts. "NNC is always
teamwork aspect." competitive and I expect a very
Monday the women traveled to good match," Boyles said.
Ogden, Utah, to face Weber State The .Broncos wi~ finis~ the
and later that day Utah State. <., week with a dual against Whitman
Maridith Gourley and .Patrice ColIege at 10:00 a.m. April 10,
Grimer posted lone singles vic- and a trianglular against the
tories as the Wildcats defeated the University ofPortIand and
Broncos, 7-2. Eastern Washington University at
The afternoon the Broncos 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. re-
easily defeated Utah State, 4-0. spectively, on Saturday.
Boise State's golf team will
travel to Reno, NV to compete in
the UNR Spring Tournament on
April 4-6. The tournament is
hosted by the University of
Nevada-Reno. Lakeridge,
Washoe and Wildcreek, three
Reno area golf courses, wilI be the
sites of the three-day event.
Saturday, Lakeridge Country
Club will be the site of the first
round. Sunday, play will continue
on Washoe and the final round,
on Monday, will take place on the
Wildcreek course.
"This will be a strong field in
the Reno Tournament," said BSU
Head Golf Coach Lyman GalIup.
"The University of Nevada-Reno
is a very strong team as usual.
There will also be $3 other teams
in the field, which will be a great
experience for our team."
The Broncos had a rough time
over spring break coming in fifth
'at the University of, Portland
tourney and sixth in the Oregon
State Invitational. Bright spots
Entries are .still being taken for
the fourth annual race to Robie
Creek; to be held Saturday, April
18.
The Rocky Canyon Sail Toads,
a local running club. will
co-sponsor the 13.1 mile race
along with the Snake River
Alliance, a Boise-based anti-
nuclear group.
Entry fee, due by April 11. is
$7.00. Entries will be classified in
22 age categories, 10 for women
and 12 for men, plus a team
category, four men and one
woman per team.
According to Sail Toads
spokesman Jon Robertson, the
Robie Creek race is regarded as
one of the toughest long races in
the Northwest. The first eight
miles are uphill, to Aldape
Summit, then the last five miles
head back down to the Robie
Greek Picnic Area. Last year 220
runners participated.
A clinic on '~How to Run the
Robie Creek Race," with last
year's men's winner, Steve
Jennings, and top women's
competitor Katie Thacker, will be
held for participants at 7;30 p.m,
April 7 at the Boise YMCA. .
RODEO
were Rob Ellis,'who tied for 16th
at Portland, arid Tess Haldeman,
who stroked a 221 to tie for 8th at
OSU.
Although the Broncos are not
burning up courses in 1981,
Gallup says the BSU team is much
improved over last season, But
inconsistency is hurting the
Broncos at this point in the
season.
~'We are really getting hurt by
our high scores from our four,
five and six players," said Gallup.
"Our goal is to get our high scores
around 'the 77 area, rather than
the low 80's. If we can do that we
can improve our team scores
tremendously. Right now the kids
are making the same mistakes
every time out. They have to
concentrate more and think about
every shot if they want to
improve."
BSU will return to Boise to host
the Bronco Intercollegiate Tourn-
ament on April 10-11 on the
Warm Springs Golf Course.
The theme of this year's, race is
"Run for Renewable Resources)'
The theme was chosen; Robertson
explained, because both spon-
soring groups "feel that running,
an inexpensive and enjoyable-
means of building healthier
human beings, goes hand-in-hand
with a national reliance on safe
and cheap renewable evergy
resources like solar and conserva-
tion."
Proceeds from the race, he
pointed out, will go .only toward
the race and not for any outside
purpose.
Entry forms are available at the
following locations: Boise Corn-
munity Center, Boise Food
Co-op, BSU S.U.B. Info Booth,
McU's, Idaho Sporting Goods,
YMCA, Phidippides, Athlete's
Foot, Court House, House of
Robertson, Open Air Sports,
Team 2 Sports, George's Bike
Shop in Boise; Fitness Center and
Peps 'Sports Store in Nampa;
'Desert Dust Devils Running Club
at Mt; Home AFB, and other
sporting goods stores in the area.
For more information, write
Race to Robie Creek, Box 154,
Boise 83701. '
Logan; University of Utah, Salt
Lake City; Snow college;
Ephriam;Dixie College, St.
George; Southern Utah ,State,
Cedar City; Utah, Technical
CoIlege, Provo and: Salt .Lake
City; and Weber State CoI!ege,
Ogden, all Utah; Northern '
Nevada .Community College,
Efko, NW.; .and the, College of
Southern Idaho, Twin Falls; -
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GIARFIELDTM, By .Jtm .Davis
MOTHERS EQUATE LOVE
WITH FOOl'. WHEN THEY
FEEl' VOO THEY'RE 5AVIN<::J,
"! L.OVE YOU "
CLA~SIFIED
(Editor's note: This week the Ace
radioed in his column in secret
code. The following is a transcrip-
tion.)
DECLASSIFIED
BANX
• *1 PundlNb. lid. DIlIt. LA. T1aIIs Synd.
"For God's sake, George, do be careful today-you
left your Kidney Donor card In your gardening
jacket."
MIS C ELLA N E 0 U S
Why Rent? Build equityl Valued $6;000.
Selling $4,950, 2BR columbia, ap-
pliances, shed; insulated skirting,
cooler, nice adult park. Must Sell
Evenings 888-4456.
Attention. all stations, this is
Ace Tyrannosaurus traveling'
from the Cessna factory in
Wichita to O'Hare. Airport,
Chicago. An amazing develope-
ment occured earlier today as my
heretofore silent. traveling com-
panion spoke for the first time in
over 15 years. Just as we sighted
Colorado's majestic mountains as
we traveled west, Burt turned to
me in the back seat and said, "I
don't think we're in Kansas
anymore, Toto." I threw a stale
chocolate-chip cookie at him.
Wrong-way Lafeete had been
doing all the driving today and,
except for occasionally swerving
to avoid "big green lizzards with
tentacles" that only he can see,
Wrong-way has been doing rather
well.
Earlier today we were slowed
down when Wrong-way ac-
cidentally ran down a Kansas
State Trooper. The cop had pulled
someone over and was getting our
to his car just as Wrong-way
swerved to the right to avoid a
"lizzard." We thought we would
be in big trouble for
Utility trailer. Tilt bed, Winch. 342-0339
evenings /weekends.
Weavers. 60" LeClerc loom with many
extras. Spinning wheel with supplies.
Save with complete set-up. 342-0339
evenings/weekends.
LOS - Did God become God by obeying
the laws and .ordinances? 376-5885,
24-hr. recording.
Legitimate referrals for ladies &
gentlemen. LADIES most WELCOME
to help BALANCE the Club. CLOSED
WEEKENDS 375-743\)
W' jacket and farmer Johns $90.00
384-5880. 7 to 9 p.m.
A T oU
'75 VW Rabbit. Excellent condition.
Low miles. 342-0339 evenings/week-
ends.
E M P LOY MEN T
Full or Part-time man or woman.
Flexible hours. No investment. Earnings
opportunity $150 to $300 per week to
start. Call 375·3134 for appointment for
interview. Equal Employment Opport-
unity. .
running down a cop; but all that
happened was all these short
people in Volkswagons swarmed
out of nowhere. and started
singing about how the "Wicked
Cop of the Westlane" was dead.
The little people bought us some
coffee at a truck stop and gave
Wrong-way some drugs that they
said were made by "The
Wizzard." Wrong-way needs
more drugs like the King of
Arabia needs more sand.
Since the accident we have been
making good time. We are only a
few miles from Denver ... Wrong-
way you sub-moronic, imbecile,
nose picking idiot. We've been
going in the wrong direction all
bloody day. You ... (at this point
the radio transmission became
uninteligible. We think Ace said
something about "Mother
bucker" and "Sit head," we
aren't able to make it out clearly.
It's really strange how the Ace's
radio went out at such a critical
point in the broadcast. Like
something out of Hitchcock,
Speaking of which, you can. be
one of four lucky people to win a
free ticket to this week's SPB
Hitchcock Festival if you answer
the following question for the
secretary at the. University News
office: "who is the Dean of the'
School of Arts and Sciences?"
FOREIGN CAR PARTS
. ACCIlSOIJ'S roo,
PAIITI fOfII • AUDI • AUSTIN HtALEY • a.u.w.. CAPRI
;, DATSUN. RAT • HONDA • MOtClDU-D£NZ • MO. OPfl
• I'WTO • PORSCH£ • TOYOTA • 1NUWH • VOLVO
• YOlUWAOlN
student
Discounts Aveilable
imparts inc.
1516GROVE 038 ""58
lA' . ON THE CORNER OF 16TH Be GROVE III ·U'• HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON-FRI 8:30 AM __--" =~N,y.~ TI_L_L_N_OO_N_S_A_TU_R_D_A~Y -,- ..;... ....
PICNIC PUMPS!
TALL· 'BLONDES!
KEGS!
GOODTI~JlES!! !
IS
Miller time
YOURMillER MAN 'ON CAMPUS
. . -. .
STEVEWORTH 385-1918
.BSU College Rodeo
Aprl,3&4 .
Sinpklt StadiJm "..
SPRING·····TIME <IS
MilleritiiE
1lJungfOn.6 &
IDragon.6
ocr
Re~, Price
•__ Players' Handbook ........• ··· .12.00· 10.00'
... Monster Manual · .12.00 '10.00·
," Dungeon Master Guide 15.00 12.00.
All 0&0. ruocuest. tral/eler. etc .• s~pphes·aresold at
·1O.200~Ott of retail.
MELLO"SDRIYE I,.Available At"
13025. Orchard . :
Mon,.sat.: 10:3O-~O:30 • Sun. 12:7
=
.". :."
,
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ATTENTION B.SMU. 'STUDENTS & ,STAFF!
YOUR COPYING AND TYPING PROBLEMS HAVE 'BEEN SOLVED. TAKE THOSE
PAPERS, REPORTS,' THESES, FLYERS, & MA~UScRIPTS TO
.~
~~
CASCADE
25 copies (of one original) only u.ZQ...
50 .- M M ~
100
M M M
~
M " " 10.50500
1000 " " " J£Q!L
Professional Copy Services
"Your Duplication Specialist"
Fcaturing thc Xcrox9500 "Mlradc Machlnc"
The Incredible Duplication SystemThat Automatically:
-2 Sided Copy • AutOrMtlc multiple
• 120CepiesPer'Minute originalfeed
• Trllnsfers enechec continuous • Collates (sorts)
computer printouts onto _ Reduces
collated rcports .·StadcS
All AtA Quality Equal To Or GnntcrThan Offset Prlntlngl
"YOU WONTSEEYOURSELF
COMING AND GOING"OUR AllXlLIJ.JlY SERVICES INCLUDE •
• IN-BOOSE TYl'ING • FOLDING
• PADDING, OF FOlUlS • BINDING
• ASSISTANGE IN LAYOUT & LETrl!RING _
• VAl\IETY OF COLOR, WEIGHT.
AND 'IZXTURll OP PAPER STOCI:
Thesis" ritersl
We have 'In stock
TimelesSDond~Paper
that meets the
, longevity
requirements
for your thesis.
And We're Only 6 Blocks
From Campus In The
8th Street Marketplace!
8th Street Mcl1l:ctDlacc (lower level)
405 So. 8th strut. Suite .aso
Boise, Jd4ho 83702
PhOne;' 38'-<>012
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WITH YOU
'.The most important thing in your life
right now, isprobably not your bank.
And that's as it should be.
You aren't here to worry about
your bank. But your bank
should be here to worry
about you.
And we are.·
; That's the FirstSecurity
feeling. Confidence, security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with
,that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here.
Even if FirstSecurity was not
your bank at home, we want
to be your bank here.
Come in.
A unique environment thaI cuts the
corners of routine apartment .
Jiving - at. a price you can cffcrd.
144 spacious 2 bedroom furnished
and unfurnished units,
2 pools, plenty of off street porking.
5 minutes 10 town,· the airport,
ond a,s,u, .
At the corner of Prolestand
Boise Avenues.
343·6612
1843 W. Bol... Ave #G83708
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Lobby: 9:30 a.rn. - 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 a.rn, - 6:00 p.rn, Friday
Drive-in: 8:30a.m. - 6:00 p.rn., Monday thru Friday
Five Mile and Overland
LObby: 9;00 a.m. -8:00p.m., Monday thru Friday
9:00.a.m~ - 6:00 p.m., Saturday
Glenwood and State'
Drive-in: 9:00 a.m, - 3:00 p.m., Saturday
ADDRESSES: ". .'
119 North 9th Street (Main 6t'ficel
.. Drive-In: 9th and Bannock ,.....'
80 south COle Road (Franklin arid Cole Office)
421 Nort.~Orchard (Orchard Avenue Office) .
nk
All Full ..time" '
students are
eligible.
16thand State Streets
2601 Cassia (Vista Office)
7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Chlnden Blvd. (Garden City Office)
'10537 Overland (Five Mile and Overland Office)
6788 Glenwood Avenue (Glenwood and State Office)
HANDIBANK LOCATIONS: '
When you need your bank';" day or night.
105370verland
9th and Bannock'
16th and State .street
2601 Cassia
7700 Fairview
Contact:'
Jim·Maguire
LA'22,6'
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